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ABSTRACT
Crowdsourcing platforms are evolving into hubs for profes-
sional development and informal learning. As crowdsourcing
increasingly encourages people to work together, knowledge
workers actively participate in these collective endeavors.
The initial step in this collaboration journey is the forma-
tion of teams. This study explores the group formation pro-
cess within the crowdsourcing context, using Kaggle—a vir-
tual community for knowledge workers in data science—as a
case study. By leveraging competition and conversation data
from Kaggle in 2023, we employed social network analysis
to observe the emergence of groups within the social space.
Additionally, we utilized BERTopic, a text mining program,
to identify key themes in users’ discourse and examine how
individuals self-represent through social engagement. The
findings from this research contribute to shaping the future
design of online communities, such as Kaggle and MOOCs.
Furthermore, we suggest how individual knowledge work-
ers can enhance their participation in online collaboration
through crowdsourcing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge workers have been more engaged in the crowd-
sourcing economy in recent years [9]. Crowdsourcing ini-
tially did not encourage collaboration on single tasks as they
are simple. As the task becomes more complex and challeng-
ing, collaboration is encouraged within knowledge workers
[4, 8] [5]. The new landscape of the crowdsourcing economy
makes collaboration with strangers possible in virtual com-
munities, which requires individuals to be able to collaborate
online.

Crowdsourcing is one way for professionals to earn money
and compile resumes [20]. Meanwhile, online collaboration

in crowdsourcing is a possible way for students to gain prac-
tical experience and build up pre-career skill sets, such as
collaboration and problem-solving abilities [16].

The first stage of online collaboration within the context of
crowdsourcing is group formation. Working in a team is nec-
essary in companies and schools, where individuals cannot
choose collaborators. In contrast, in virtual communities,
individuals have the autonomy to choose their collaborators.

A channel for online asynchronous discussion designed for
teammate matching in an online community offers a place
where individuals can learn about their potential collabora-
tors and competitors and represent themselves to facilitate
the group formation process [11]. However, limited research
has investigated how users represent themselves within this
space [14, 17]. Identifying this gap in previous studies, we
are interested in understanding the impact of this space on
facilitating the group formation process and examining how
users represent themselves during this process. Kaggle is an
online community for knowledge workers focused on data sci-
ence. As a virtual community, Kaggle itself and other orga-
nizations hold data science competitions, allowing strangers
to team up to solve data science problems in real life. Due
to the complexity of the task, which is also influenced by
rewards and other factors, participants choose to engage in
the competitions as a team [9].

Each competition on Kaggle features an online community
with sections including data, models, discussions, code, and
leaderboards. Participants can access data, check models,
engage in conversations, upload code, and review leader-
boards after running their models. Kaggle staff serve as
moderators in these communities, addressing questions from
participants. In the discussion thread, most competitions
have a designated space called the ”Look for a TeamMegath-
read.”(L4T Megathread). This thread allows individuals to
post and respond to group formation information, serving as
an example of online asynchronous discussion for team build-
ing. Kaggle moderators introduced this mechanism 2022,
creating a space for individuals seeking teammates.

This study holds significance for online communities, like
Kaggle, aiming to enhance the design to facilitate the group
formation process on a larger scale. The study provides in-
sights into how individual participants can effectively utilize
the space and represent themselves during group formation.
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2. RELATED STUDY
2.1 Group Formation in Online Community
There are two major ways of forming a team, depending
on whether human agency is considered in the process [8].
Automatic group formation is grouping individuals based
on their history, performance, and personal characteristics
[12]. Current practices in the MOOC community focus on
automatic group formation to decrease the workload for in-
structors [19, 18]. Sanz-Martinez et al. [19, 18] compared
an automatic students’ activity criteria grouping approach
to a baseline grouping function from the platform, indicating
that a homogenous group based on prior activity positively
impacts student satisfaction and group interactions.

Other than automatic group formation, human agency is an-
other important way of forming a group; for example, group
formation decisions are made by individuals. Marlow et al.
[14] highlighted that users actively seek information about
their potential collaborators to assist their decision of group
formation. Lykourentzou et al. [21] shared that participants
interact on easy tasks before working on complex tasks as
a group, which leads to better online collaborations. These
works highlighted the significance of human agency in col-
laborative environments. Huang et al. [9] highlighted a gap
in research, noting that most studies on team performance
assume pre-formed transient teams. Our study addresses
this gap by exploring how teams naturally form in virtual
communities.

2.2 Self-representation and Personal Charac-
teristics

Whether human agency is highlighted or not, the charac-
teristics of group members influence the group formation
process. Dissanayake et al. [4] observed a positive cor-
relation between language proficiency and past collabora-
tions with team-up decisions in Kaggle competitions. At
the same time, factors such as geographical distance, skill
disparity, and tenure disparity exhibited a negative associ-
ation with team-up decisions. Prior research has focused
more on objective parameters, including language [4, 24],
geographical distance, skill, and tenure disparity[4], often
overlooking subjective aspects of users’ self-representation
discourse. Self-presentation, defined as how users decide
and can present themselves to others through social net-
works [8], is a significant way of exposing personal and group
characteristics. Group formation depends on the informa-
tion available about the members and their objectives [22].
Users build up an online impression based on historical ac-
tivities to attract future collaboration from strangers [14].

2.3 Research Questions
From the above literature review, we identify research gaps
in the group formation process in the crowdsourcing commu-
nity and how participants represent themselves in a social
space when ready to team up with others. We aim to answer
the following research questions:

1. Is Megathread a commonly used mechanism for indi-
viduals seeking to form teams?

2. How does Megathread facilitate team formation in the
context of competitions?

3. To form a team, how do participants represent them-
selves and participate in the Megathread discussion?

3. METHODS
3.1 Data Collection
To answer the above research questions, we gathered data
from the Kaggle website, a widely visited platform for data
science competitions and discussions among professionals
in data science and machine learning. Utilizing the Kag-
gle API [9, 20], we extracted information on competitions
and user profiles from January 1st, 2023, to December 31st,
2023. Within the Kaggle dataset, our attention was directed
towards content relevant to the ”Look for a Team” (L4T)
Megathread. We analyzed all Kaggle competitions held in
2023, identifying 31 such competitions, of which 18 featured
L4T Megathread.

3.2 Data Processing
To ensure the integrity of our analysis, competitions desig-
nated as research projects for educational purposes (non-
competitive) were excluded from consideration. This re-
moves two such competitions from the pool of 18 featur-
ing L4T Megathread. In addition, we examined all L4T
Megathread created and posted by Kaggle Officials. There
is one L4T Megathread, falsely created by one Kaggle user.
It didn’t attract much attention, but we could distinguish
and exclude it from our dataset.

3.3 Data Analysis
To answer RQ1, we utilized Kaggle API to visualize the
percentage of users who utilized L4T Megathread and their
group formation status.

Social network analysis is used to answer RQ2. We utilized
the Python package NetworkX [7] for network analysis and
generated the plot. Each node represents a user, while an
edge signifies a comment from one user to another. The
width of an edge indicates the number of comments between
two nodes. For visualization purposes, we employed a spring
layout [1]. We used a directed graph for detailed analysis.
We analyzed the interactions among users, including those
who comment on whom or who is part of a specific team. We
emphasized the teams where members engaged in reciprocal
commenting and collaborated successfully to complete the
competition.

Text mining is another component of our methods frame-
work. To answer RQ3, we examined the textual content
within the L4T posts and comments, employing BERTopic
[6], a machine-powered methodology to gain an overview of
users’ themes. Initially, we engaged in data preprocessing
procedures, cleansing the L4T Megathread comments uti-
lizing the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) package [13].
Subsequently, we harnessed the transformative capabilities
of the BERT model through the BERTOPIC Python pack-
age [6], facilitating the identification of emerging topics and
thematic patterns embedded within the discourse. To en-
hance the semantic representations of textual entities, we
utilized the ’all-MiniLM-L6-v2’ variant of the SentenceTrans-
former for embedding extraction. Dimensionality reduction
was then conducted via the UMAP algorithm. Leveraging
the K-Means clustering technique, we delineated coherent



Figure 1: NLP pipeline of utilizing BERT model

topic clusters. Moreover, we capitalized on the CountVec-
torizer for tokenization and subsequently computed TFIDF
scores to construct robust topic representations.

4. RESULTS
4.1 RQ1: Is Megathread a popular mecha-

nism for individuals who want to team up?
Since the launch of Megathread, 127 Megathreads have been
created, with 10,248 replies and 1,669 upvotes. In 2023, in
reward-based competitions with Megathread, 669 individu-
als engaged in Megathread discussion and participated in
335 teams. Of these teams, 103 are multiplayer teams, and
28 have two or more players from Megathread, i.e., only
around 6% of participants who posted successfully teamed
up with others posted in the Megathread. Compared to a
total of 38,652 teams in 2023 competitions, Megathread sup-
ported limited online group formation and collaboration.

4.2 RQ2: How does a team emerge in Megath-
read conversation?

To examine the meso-level of group formation, we used two
competitions in 2023 as cases to visualize their group forma-
tion. In competition #1 (Fig. 3), we illustrate how one team
emerges in the network of teammate matching conversation.
In this network, N20 refers to a Kaggle staff member, the
moderator of the space. All individuals looking to team up
replied under this thread. Following the ”looking for team-
mate”posts, other users responded, expressing their interest
in teaming up. The directions between the two nodes indi-
cate that users interacted with each other. Nodes with one
arrow pointing in different directions indicate that a partici-
pant replied to others’ posts. Nodes with one arrow directed

Figure 2: Overview of team-up percentage in 2023 competi-
tions

Figure 3: Social network analysis of Megathread conversation
of one competition*

to suggest that they received replies from others. Nodes
without edges indicate that their comments were deleted.
Despite multiple rounds of conversations in the community,
only two green nodes (N1 and N2) successfully formed a
team. In competition #2, as shown in Fig. 4, four users
(N28, N30, N39, N44) teamed up after a round of conversa-
tion in the Megathread. Users did not team up under one
thread in this group formation case. Instead, under the first
call for teammate posts by N28, two individuals (N30 and
N44) replied to the post and successfully teamed up with
the original poster. They found the fourth teammate (N39)
after the fourth teammate replied to another post by the
original poster (N28).

We visualized the social network based on all Megathreads
from competitions in 2023, as shown in Fig. 5. Different
colors of lines represent different competitions they partic-
ipated. A cross-competition communication network grew
out of the Megathread discussion.



Figure 4: Social network analysis of Megathread conversation
of one competition**

Figure 5: Social network analysis of Megathread conversation
of all competition

4.3 RQ3: How do participants represent them-
selves in Megathread?

From the initial analysis of BERT’s results, we identified
several predominant themes from users’ interactions. Par-
ticipants repeatedly mentioned ”learning” within the con-
text of the competition, indicating their passion for acquir-
ing new knowledge. Additionally, under the first topic, we
observed that participants frequently used the word ”new,”
suggesting that they are newcomers to Kaggle, and most of
the participants who posted there were novices in the com-
munity. In the second topic, once participants proceed to
the next step, they utilize additional communication tools
such as ”email” and ”Discord” to facilitate team communi-
cation. Participants occasionally express their appreciation
to potential teammates in the third topic, using phrases like
”thks” (thanks). In the fourth topic, the terms ’joining,’ ’ef-
fort,’ and ’contribution’ appear to form a collective theme.
In the fifth topic, ”issue” and ”problem” emerge as negative
signals in group formations. In the last topic, Kaggle staff
posts an announcement every time a Megathread is created.

Table 1: Topic Representation

Topic Count Representation
1 702 Team, data, experience, learning
2 695 Join, email, invite, sent
3 68 Team, love, thks, possible
4 56 Join, efforts, contribute, want
5 37 Issue, tell, problem, try
6 19 Competition, info, considered, adherence

Table 2: Team Performance
Competition Levels of

Teammates
#Comments Rank

Predict Stu-
dent Perfor-
mance from
Game Play

Contributor,
Novice

57 456/2051

Vesuvius
Challenge -
Ink Detection

Contributor(3),
Expert

67 529/1249

5. DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Social Dynamics of Megathread
The initial analysis of this pilot study investigates how the
group formation process is facilitated and succeeds within a
crowdsourcing community. Drawing parallels with collabo-
rative studies in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), it
underscores online environments’ challenges in forming ef-
fective teams [23]. Despite active involvement in the initial
teaming-up phase with strangers in the Megathread, a con-
sistent trend emerges, revealing that they ultimately form
teams with acquaintances [9].

However, our pilot study introduces a novel perspective by
shedding light on the role of Megathread in providing an ex-
pansive platform. This proves beneficial for individuals who
face challenges in finding collaborators in real-life scenar-
ios and are keen on engaging with others for collaborative
efforts.



Megathread, as revealed by our study, serves as a platform
for initiating group formation in the crowdsourcing commu-
nity. The analysis, utilizing BERT’s results, indicates that
participants often migrate to other social media platforms
like Slack or Discord or exchange email addresses for sus-
tained communication. In this context, Megathread func-
tions as an entry-level social space, catalyzing users to es-
tablish connections and present themselves.

Furthermore, we observed that participants who initially
teamed up in Megathread continued their collaboration by
working on another competition. This finding proves that
as an initial social space, Megathread could scaffold future
collaboration with others. This discovery resonates with the
team date study [21], emphasizing the significance of foster-
ing connections in online collaboration.

5.2 Self-representation of Participants
As participants gear up for collaborative efforts with strangers
on the Megathread, they consciously portray themselves as
eager learners, friendly individuals, and committed team
players. This behavior aligns with established online impres-
sion management strategies [14, 20], emphasizing the impor-
tance of showcasing one’s expertise in online collaboration
[17]. As the crowdsourcing economy evolves towards a more
collaboration-oriented paradigm, we suggest that knowledge
workers consistently cultivate and augment their online pro-
fessional profiles [14, 17] to attract more future collaboration
opportunities.

A distinctive personal characteristic identified through BERTopic
is that participants who ask for a team-up are relatively
”new” to the space. This may stem from their limited data
science knowledge or unfamiliarity with platforms like Kag-
gle within the online domain. Those falling into the former
category tend to articulate their commitment to learning,
while the latter cohort often shares their expertise and back-
grounds, seeking connections with potential collaborators.
Online communities are encouraged to consider implement-
ing support structures for newcomers, offering guidance on
online collaboration etiquette.

Drawing inspiration from Lave and Wenger’s legitimate pe-
ripheral participation [10], the community could curate an
archive of successful group collaboration to encourage new-
bies’ observational learning in the space.

Professional development is a significant aspect of users’ self-
representation within the crowdsourcing community. When
users mention ”learning,” their motivations extend beyond
the pursuit of awards and monetary gains and express their
desire to refine their professional skills. In this way, Kaggle
competitions could be regarded as a project-based learning
experience for students in related majors [3, 16, 15].

5.3 Limitations
This pilot study has certain limitations that warrant con-
sideration. Firstly, in the social network analysis, the data
limitation led to the cumulation of all competitions to illus-
trate collective group formation in 2023 on Kaggle. How-
ever, a more refined approach treating each competition as
a distinct entity, attributed to different Kaggle staff, will
allow us a more precise visualization of outcomes and facil-

itate the examination of cross-competition group formation
behaviors. To address this limitation, future studies should
explore the collection of additional data sources.

Furthermore, using BERTopic to analyze discourse in Megath-
read may limit our understanding. BERTopic, as an unex-
plainable black-box program, may not capture nuanced as-
pects of the discourse effectively[2]. To enhance our knowl-
edge, especially in addressing RQ3, it is recommended that
we consider incorporating hand coding in future research.
This approach combines machine understanding with human
interpretation, providing a more comprehensive analysis of
the intricacies in Megathread discourse.
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